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Abstrat
Let Π be an open, relatively ompat period annulus of real analyti
vetor eld X0 on an analyti surfae. We prove that the maximal
number of limit yles whih bifurate from Π under a given multi-
parameter analyti deformation Xλ of X0 is nite, provided that X0
is either Hamiltonian, or generi Darbouxian vetor eld.
1 Statement of the result
Let S be a real analyti surfae without border (ompat or not), and X0 a
real analyti vetor eld on it. An open period annulus of X0 is an union
of period orbits of X0 whih is bi-analyti to the standard open annulus
S1 × (0, 1), the image of eah irle S1 × {u} being a periodi orbit of X0.
Let Xλ, λ ∈ (R
n, 0) be an analyti family of analyti vetor elds on S,
and let Π be an open period annulus of X0. The yliity Cycl(Π, Xλ) of Π
with respet to the deformation Xλ is the maximal number of limit yles of
Xλ whih tend to Π as λ tends to zero, see Denition 2 bellow. Clearly the
vetor eld X0 has an analyti rst integral f in the period annulus Π whih
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has no ritial points. In what follows we shall suppose that the open period
annulus Π is relatively ompat (i.e. its losure Π¯ ⊂ S is ompat).
Denition 1. We shall say that X0 is a Hamiltonian vetor eld provided
that it has a rst integral with isolated ritial points in a omplex neighbor-
hood of Π. We shall say that X0 is a generi Darbouxian vetor eld provided
that all singular points of X0 in a neighborhood of Π¯ are orbitally analytially
equivalent to linear saddles x˙ = λx, y˙ = −y with λ > 0.
Remark 1. In the ase when X0 is a generi Darbouxian vetor eld, as
we shall see in the next setion, it an be overed by a planar Darbouxian
vetor eld with a rst integral of the "Darboux type" H =
∏n
i=1 P
λi
i for
some analyti funtions Pi in a omplex neighborhood of Π.
The main result of the paper are the following
Theorem 1. The yliity Cycl(Π, Xλ) of the open period annulus Π of a
Hamiltonian vetor eld X0 is nite.
Theorem 2. The yliity Cycl(Π, Xλ) of the open period annulus Π of a
generi Darbouxian vetor eld X0 is nite.
The above theorems are a partiular ase of the Roussarie's onjeture [12,
p.23℄ whih laims that the yliity Cycl(Γ, Xλ) of every ompat invariant
set Γ of X0 is nite. Indeed, as Π is relatively ompat, then Cycl(Π, Xλ) ≤
Cycl(Π¯, Xλ). The nite yliity of the open period annulus without the
assumptions of Theorems 1 and 2 is an open question.
To prove the nite yliity we note rst that it sues to show the nite
yliity of a given one-parameter deformation Xε. This argument is based
on the Hironaka's desingularization theorem, see [11, 2℄. Consider the rst
return map assoiated to Π and Xε
t→ t+ εkMk(t) + . . . , t ∈ (0, 1), ε ∼ 0.
The yliity of the open period annulus Π is nite if and only if the Poinaré-
Pontryagin funtion Mk has a nite number of zeros in (0, 1). It has been
shown in [4℄ thatMk allows an integral representation as a linear ombination
of iterated path integrals along the ovals of Π of length at most k. The nite
yliity follows then from the non-aumulation of zeros of suh iterated
integrals at 0 and 1. The proof of this fat will be dierent in the Hamiltonian
and in the generi Darbouxian ase.
In the Hamiltonian ase we observe that Mk satises a Fuhsian equation
[3, 4℄. We prove in setion 4 that the assoiated monodromy representation
is quasi-unipotent, whih implies the desired property.
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In the Darbouxian ase the above argument does not apply (there is no
Fuhsian equation satised by Mk). We prove the non-osillation property
of an iterated integral by making use of its Mellin transformation, along the
lines of [9℄. It seems to be diult to remove the generiity assumption in
the Darbouxian ase (without this the Hamiltonian ase is a sub-ase of the
Darbouxian one).
The paper is organized as follows. In setion 2 we reall the denition
of yliity and the redution of multi-parameter to one-parameter deforma-
tions. In setion 3 we redue the ase of a vetor eld on a surfae to the
ase of a plane vetor eld. Theorem 1 is proved in setion 4 aording to
the sheme
Proposition 4⇒ Proposition 5⇒ Proposition 3
{Theorem 5 + Proposition 3} ⇒ Theorem 6
Theorem 6⇒ Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 is proved in setion 5 of the paper.
Aknowledgments. Part of this paper was written while the seond
author was visiting the University of Toulouse (Frane). He is obliged for
the hospitality.
2 Cyliity and non-osillation of the Poinaré-
Pontryagin-Melnikov funtion
Denition 2. Let Xλ be a family of analyti real vetor elds on a surfae
S, depending analytially on a parameter λ ∈ (Rn, 0), and let K ⊂ S be a
ompat invariant set of Xλ0. We say that the pair (K,Xλ0) has yliity
N = Cycl((K,Xλ0), Xλ) with respet to the deformation Xλ, provided that
N is the smallest integer having the property: there exists ε0 > 0 and a
neighborhood VK of K, suh that for every λ, suh that ‖λ − λ0‖ < ε0, the
vetor eld Xλ has no more than N limit yles ontained in VK. If K˜ is
an invariant set of Xλ0 (possibly non-ompat), then the yliity of the pair
(K˜,Xλ0) with respet to the deformation Xλ is
Cycl((K˜,Xλ0), Xλ) = sup{Cycl((K,Xλ0), Xλ) : K ⊂ K˜,K is a ompat }.
The above denition implies that when K˜ is an open invariant set, then
its yliity Cycl((K˜,Xλ0), Xλ) is the maximal number of limit yles whih
tend to K˜ as λ tends to 0. To simplify the notation, and if there is no danger
of onfusion, we shall write Cycl(K,Xλ) on the plae of Cycl((K,Xλ0), Xλ).
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Example 1. Let fε(t) = εe
−1/t(tsin(1/t) − ε), fε(0) = 0. One an easily
see that fε(t) = 0 has nite number of isolated positive zeros for eah ε, and
this number tends to innity as ε → 0. Below we onstrut a germ Xε of a
vetor eld having a monodromi planar singular point at the origin, with a
return map x → x + fε(x). Sine isolated singular points of the return map
orrespond to limit yles, we see that the vetor eld Xε has a nite number
of limit yles for eah ε, and this number tends to innity as ε tends to zero.
So the yliity of the open period annulus Π = R2 \ {0} is innity. Note
that, however, the vetor eld Xε is not analyti at the origin.
Here is a onstrution: on the strip S = [0, δ]×R onsider the equivalene
relation (r, φ) ∼ (r + fε(r), φ− 2π). Let p : S → S/ ∼ be the orresponding
projetion, and dene X˜ε = p∗(∂φ). One an hek that for δ small enough
thus dened X˜ε is a blow-up of a smooth vetor eld Xε dened near the
origin, and the return map of Xε is as presribed by onstrution.
Let ∆ ⊂ S be a ross-setion of the period annulus Π whih an be
identied to the interval (0, 1). Choose a loal parameter u on ∆. Let u 7→
P (u, λ) be the rst return map and δ(u, λ) = P (u, λ)− u the displaement
funtion of Xλ. For every losed interval [a, b] ⊂ ∆ there exists ε0 > 0
suh that the displaement funtion δ(u, λ) is well dened and analyti in
{(u, λ) : a− ε0 < u < b+ ε0, ‖λ‖ < ε0}. For every xed λ there is a one-to-
one orrespondane between isolated zeros of δ(u, λ) and limit yles of the
vetor eld Xλ.
Let u0 ∈ ∆ and let us expand
δ(u, λ) =
∞∑
i=0
ai(λ)(u− u0)
i.
Denition 3 (Bautin ideal [13℄, [12℄). We dene the Bautin ideal I of Xλ
to be the ideal generated by the germs a˜i of ai in the loal ring O0(R
n) of
analyti germs of funtions at 0 ∈ Rn.
This ideal is Noetherian. Let ϕ˜1, ϕ˜2, . . . , ϕ˜p be a minimal system of its
generators, where p = dimR I/MI, and M is the maximal ideal of the
loal ring O0(R
n). Let ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕp be analyti funtions representing the
generators of the Bautin ideal in a neighborhood of the origin in Rn.
Proposition 1 (Roussarie, [12℄). The Bautin ideal does not depend on the
point u0 ∈ ∆. For every [a, b] ⊂ ∆ there is an open neighborhood U of
[a, b]× {0} in R× Rn and analyti funtions hi(u, λ) in U , suh that
δ(u, λ) =
p∑
i=0
ϕi(λ)hi(u, λ). (1)
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The real vetor spae generated by the funtions hi(u, 0), u ∈ [a, b] is of di-
mension p.
Suppose that the Bautin ideal is prinipal and generated by ϕ(λ). Then
δ(u, λ) = ϕ(λ)h(u, λ) (2)
where h(u, 0) 6≡ 0. The maximal number of the isolated zeros of h(u, λ)
on a losed interval [a, b] ⊂ (0, 1) for suiently small |λ| is bounded by
the number of the zeros of h(u, 0), ounted with multipliity, on [a, b]. This
follows from the Weierstrass preparation theorem, properly applied, see [2℄.
Therefore to prove the nite yliity of Π it is enough to show that h(u, 0)
has a nite number of zeros on (0, 1). Consider a germ of analyti urve
ξ : ε 7→ λ(ε), λ(0) = 0, as well the analyti one-parameter family of vetor
elds Xλ(ε). The Bautin ideal is prinipal, δ(u, ε) = ϕ(ε)h(u, ε), and
δ(u, λ(ε)) = εkMk(u) + . . . ,Mk(u) = c h(u, 0), c 6= 0
where the dots stay for terms ontaining εi, i ≥ k. Mk is the so alled kth
order higher Poinaré-Pontryagin-Melnikov funtion assoiated to the one-
parameter deformationXλ(ε) of the vetor eld X0. Therefore, if the yliity
of the open period annulus is innite, thenMk has an innite number of zeros
on the interval (0, 1)
Of ourse, in general the Bautin ideal is not prinipal. However, by
making use of the Hironaka's theorem, we an always prinipalize it. More
preisely, after several blow up's of the origin of the parameter spae, we
an replae the Bautin ideal by an ideal sheaf whih is prinipal, see [2℄ for
details. This proves the following
Proposition 2. If the yliity Cycl(K,Xλ) of the open period annulus Π is
innite, then there exists a one parameter deformation λ = λ(ε), suh that
the orresponding higher order Poinaré-Pontryagin-Melnikov funtion Mk
has an innite number of zeros on the interval (0, 1).
In the next two setions we shall prove the non-osillation property ofMk
in the Hamiltonian and the Darbouxian ase (under the restritions stated
in Theorem 2).
3 Redution to the ase of a plane vetor eld
Let X0 be a real analyti vetor eld on a real analyti surfae S. Let Π be
an open period annulus of X0 with ompat losure. Let the map τ : Π →
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S1 × (0, 1) be a bi-analyti isomorphism, suh that δt = τ
−1 (S1 × {t}) is a
losed orbit of X0. We assume that X0 is either Hamiltonian or generalized
Darbouxian in some neighborhood of the losure Π¯ of Π. Theorems 1 and 2
laims that yliity of Π in any family of analyti deformation Xλ of X0 is
nite.
This paragraph is devoted to the redution of this general situation to
the ase of a vetor eld X0 on R
2
of Hamiltonian or Darboux type near
its polyyle. Then Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 follow from Theorem 4 and
Theorem 3 below.
First, note that it is enough to prove nite yliity of τ−1 (S1 × (0, ε))
only. Indeed, nite yliity of τ−1 (S1 × [ε, 1− ε]) follows from Gabrielov's
theorem, and nite yliity of τ−1 (S1 × (1− ε, 1)) an be redued to the
above by replaing t by 1− t.
Consider the Hausdorf limit Γ = limt→0 τ
−1 (S1 × {t}). It is a onneted
union of several xed points a1, ..., an ofX0 (not neessarily pairwise dierent)
and orbits Γ1, ...,Γn of X0 suh that Γi exits from ai and enters ai+1 (where
an+1 denotes a1).
From now on we onsider only a suiently small neighborhood U of Γ.
We assume that U ∩Π = τ−1 (S1 × (0, ε)), and denote this intersetion again
by Π. We onsider rst the Darbouxian ase. Note that Γ annot onsist of
just one singular point of X0 by assumption about linearizability of singular
points of X0 in this ase.
Lemma 1. Assume that Theorem 2 holds if U is orientable and all ai are
dierent. Then Theorem 2 holds in full generality.
Proof. Assume that for some real analyti surfae U˜ there is an analyti
mapping π : U˜ → U whih is a nite overing on Π. Then the yliity of Π
for Xλ is the same as yliity of π
−1(Π) for the lifting Xλ to U˜ . The laim
of the Lemma follows from this priniple applied to two types of overings
below.
First, taking a double overing of U as U˜ , we an assume that U is
orientable.
Seond, let U be represented as a union of neighborhoods Ui of ai together
with neighborhoods Vi of Γi. Glue U˜ as U˜ = U˜1 ∪ V˜1 ∪ ... ∪ V˜n, where U˜i
are bianalytially equivalent to Ui and disjoint, and V˜i are bianalytially
equivalent to Vi, with natural glueing of U˜i to V˜i, of V˜i to ˜Ui+1 and of of U˜1
to V˜n. In other words, π : U˜ → U is one-to-one away from ai and ki-to-one in
a neighborhood of ai if ai appears ki times in the list {a1, ...., an}. Evidently,
π is one-to-one on Π, so is bianalyti.
We will now dene a rst integral H of X0 in U . Take any non-singular
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Figure 1: Proof of Lemma 1.
point a ∈ γ1, and let H be a loal rst integral of X0 in a neighborhood Ua
of a suh that H(a) = 0 and dH(a) 6= 0. Sine U is orientable, Π lies from
one side of Γ, and we an assume that intersetion of Ua with eah yle δt is
onneted. This allows to extend H to a rst integral of X0 dened on Π∩U .
Changing sign of H if neessary, we an assume that H > 0 on Π ∩ Ua. We
dene H(Γ) = 0 by ontinuity.
Lemma 2. Extension of H to Π ∩ U by ow of X0 an be extended to a
multivalued holomorphi funtion dened in a neighborhood of Γ in a om-
plexiation of U .
Proof. First, H is analyti in some neighborhood of Γ1, as it is an analyti
funtion extended by analyti ow ofX0. Choose loal linearizing oordinates
(x, y) near a2 in suh a way that Γ1 = {y = 0}. By assumption, yx
µ
is the
loal rst integral of X0 near a2. Therefore H = f(yx
µ), and, restriting
to a transversal x = x0 ≪ 1, one an see that f is analyti and invertible.
Therefore H an be extended to a neighborhood of a2.
Moreover, (f−1(H))
1/µ
is an analyti loal rst integral near the point
y = 1 of Γ2. Therefore it an be extended to a neighborhood of Γ2 (here
we use that U is orientable, so Γ2 is dierent from Γ1), and, as above, to a
neighborhood of a3 (here we use that a2 6= a3), and so on.
Note that from the above onstrution follows that near eah Γi the rst
integral H is equal, up to an invertible funtion, to xλi , where {x = 0} is a
loal equation of γi. Also, near any singular point of Γ the rst integral H is
equal, up to an invertible funtion, to xλyµ.
Corollary 1. The one-form
dH
H
is meromorphi one-form in U with loga-
rithmi singularities only.
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Assume that n ≥ 3. One an easily onstrut a C∞ isomorphism of a
suiently small neighborhood U of Γ with a neighborhood of a regular n-
gone in R2 in suh a way that the image of Π∩U will lie inside the n-gone and
image of Γ oinides with the n-gone. Due to [?℄, some neighborhood UC of U
in its omplexiation is a Stein manifold. This implies that this isomorphism
an be hosen bianalyti. Similarly, for n = 2 one an map bianalytially a
neighborhood of U to a union of two ars {x2 + (|y| − 1)2 = 2} ⊂ R2, whih,
for the rest of the paper, will be alled "regular 2-gone".
We transfer everything to plane using this isomorphism and will denote
the images on plane of the previously dened objets by the same letters.
The rst integral H takes the form H = H1
∏n
i=1 P
λi
i , where Pi are analyti
funtions in U with {Pi = 0} = Γi, H1 is an analyti funtions non-vanishing
in its neighborhood U and λi > 0. Note that H > 0 in the part of U lying
inside the n-gone. Further we assume that H1 ≡ 1, so H =
∏
P λii (one an
ahieve this by e.g. taking P1H
1/λ1
1 instead of P1).
The family Xλ beomes a family of planar analyti vetor elds dened
in a neighborhood U of a regular n-gone Γ ⊂ R2, and X0 has a rst integral
H of Darboux type in U . Let Xε = Xλ(ε) be a one-parametri deformation
of X0 as in Proposition 2. Dene meromorphi forms ω
2
, ωε as
ω2(X0, ·) =
dH
H
, ω2(Xε, ·) = X0 + ωε. (3)
Aording to [4, Theorem 2.1℄,Mk an be represented as a linear ombination
of iterated integrals over {H = t} of forms whih are ombinations of Gauss-
Manin derivatives of ωε.
Reall that the Gauss-Manin derivative of a form η is dened as a form η′
suh that dη = d(logH) ∧ η′. In general, η′ annot be uniquely dened from
this equation, though its restritions to {H = t} are dened unambiguously.
However, sine UC is Stein, in our situation one an hoose a meromorphi
in U representative of η′, with poles on Γ˘ only (where Γ˘ is the union of lines
ontaining sides of Γ).
Therefore Theorem 2 follows from the following laim
Theorem 3. Let H =
∏n
i=1 P
λi
i be as above, and let γ(t) ⊂ {H = t} be the
onneted omponent of its level set lying inside Γ. Zeros of polynomials in
iterated integrals I(t) =
∫
γ(t)
ω1...ωk orresponding to meromorphi one-forms
ω1, ..., ωk with poles in Γ˘ annot aumulate to 0.
From the above disussion it is lear that Theorem 1 follows on its turn
from the following
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Theorem 4. Let
X0 = Hy
∂
∂x
−Hx
∂
∂y
where H is a real analyti funtion with isolated singularities in some om-
plex neighborhood of the losed period annulus Π¯ = {γ(t) : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1},
where γ(t) ⊂ {H = t} is the onneted omponent of the level set of H ly-
ing inside Γ. Zeros of the rst non-vanishing Poinaré-Pontryagin funtion
Mk, orresponding to a one-parameter analyti deformation Xε of X0 annot
aumulate to 0.
4 Non-osillation in the Hamiltonian ase
Here shall prove Theorem 4. This follows from the following two results
Theorem 5 ([4℄). The Poinaré-Pontryagin funtion Mk satises a linear
dierential equation of a Fuhs type in a suitable omplex neighborhood of
0 ∈ C.
Theorem 6. The monodromy operator of the above Fuhs equation orre-
sponding to a loop enirling the origin in C is quasi-unipotent.
Let us reall that an endomorphism is alled unipotent, if all its eigenval-
ues are equal to 1, and quasi-unipotent if all of them are roots of the unity.
The above theorems imply that the Poinaré-Pontryagin-Melnikov funtion
has a representation in a neighborhood of u = 0
Mk(u) =
N∑
i=0
N∑
j=0
uµi(log(u))jfij(u)
where N ∈ N, µj ∈ Q, and fij are funtions analyti in a neighborhood
of u = 0. This shows that the zeros of Mk|(0,1) do not aumulate to 0.
Of ourse, similar arguments hold in a neighborhood of u = 1, so Mk has a
nite number of zeros on (0, 1). This ompletes the proof of Theorem 2 in the
Hamiltonian ase. To the end of the setion we prove Theorem 6. The open
real surfae S is analyti and hene possesses a anonial omplexiation.
Similarly, any analyti family of analyti vetor elds Xλ is extended to a
omplex family of vetor elds, depending on a omplex parameter. In this
setion, by abuse of notation, the base eld will be C. A real objet and its
omplexiation will be denoted by the same letter.
Let U ⊃ Π¯ be an open omplex neighborhood of Π¯ in whih the om-
plexied vetor eld X0 has an analyti rst integral f with isolated ritial
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points. The restrition of f on the interval (0, 1) (after identifying Π to
S1× (0, 1)) is a loal variable with nite limits at 0 and 1 Therefore we may
suppose that f(0) = 0, f(1) = 1, and the restrition of f to (0, 1) is the
anonial loal variable on (0, 1) ⊂ R. The funtion f denes a loally trivial
Milnor bration in a neighborhood of every isolated ritial point. There
exists a omplex neighborhood U of Π¯ in whih F has only isolated ritial
points. Moreover the ompatness of Π¯ implies that there exists a omplex
neighborhood D ⊂ C of the origin, homeomorphi to a dis, suh that the
bration
U ∩ {f−1(D \ {0})}
f
→ D \ {0} (4)
is loally trivial, and the bers f−1(t) ∩ U are open Riemann surfaes ho-
motopy equivalent to a bouquet of a nite number of irles. Consider a
one-parameter analyti deformation Xε of the vetor eld X0. As f is a rst
integral of X0, then there exists an unique sympleti two-form ω
2
, suh that
ω2(X0, .) = df.
Indeed, if in loal oordinates
X0 = a
∂
∂x
+ b
∂
∂y
then X0.df = 0 implies (a, b) = λ(fy,−fx), where λ is analyti in U and
non-vanishing in Π. It follows that
ω2 =
dx ∧ dy
λ
.
Dene a unique meromorphi one-form ωε by the formula
ω2(Xε, .) = df + ωε.
The one form ωε is meromorphi in U , depends analytially on ε, and ω0 = 0.
Its pole divisor does not depend on ε as in the loal variables above it is
dened by λ = 0. Therefore ωε =
∑
i≥1 ε
iωi where ωi are given meromorphi
one-forms in U with a ommon pole divisor whih does not interset the
period annulus Π. In the omplement of the singular lous of Xε the vetor
eld Xε and the one form df + ωε dene the same foliation, and therefore
dene the same rst return map assoiated to Π. Denote this map by P (t, ε),
where t ∈ (0, 1) is the restrition of f to a ross-setion of the period annulus
Π (this does not depend on the hoie of the ross-setion). We have
P (t, ε) = t+
∑
k≥1
εkMk(t).
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On eah leaf of the foliation dened by Xε we have df = −ωε whih implies
M1(t) =
∫
γt
ω1
where {γt}t is the family of periodi orbits (with appropriate orientation) of
X0, Π = ∪t∈(0,1)γt, [10℄. Thus the rst Poinaré-Pontryagin-Melnikov fun-
tion is an Abelian integral and its monodromy representation is straight-
forward. Namely, the meromorphi one-form ω1 restrits to a meromorphi
one-form on the bers of the Minlor bration (4). We may also suppose that
ω1|f−1(t) has a nite number of poles {Pi(t)}i (after hoosing appropriately
the domain U). Denote
Γt = U ∩ {f
−1(t) \ {Pi(t)}i}
The Milnor bration (4) indues a representation
Z = π1(D \ {0}, ∗)→ Aut(H1(Γt,Z)) (5)
whih implies the monodromy representation of M1. Suppose rst that ω1 is
analyti in U . It is well known that the operator of the lassial monodromy
of an isolated ritial point of an analyti funtion is quasi-unipotent, e.g.
[7℄. Therefore the representation in Aut(H1(U ∩{f
−1(t)},Z)) of a small loop
about 0 in π1(D \ {0}, ∗) is quasi-unipotent. More generally, let ω1 be mero-
morphi one-form with a nite number of poles on the bers U ∩{f−1(t)}. A
monodromy operator permutes the poles and hene an appropriate power of
it leaves the poles xed. Therefore this operator is quasi-unipotent too and
Theorem 5 is proved in the ase M1 6= 0. Of ourse, it is well known that an
Abelian integral has a nite number of zeros [8, 15℄.
Let Mk be the rst non-zero Poinaré-Pontryagin-Melnikov funtion. Its
"universal" monodromy representation was onstruted in [3℄. For onve-
niene of the reader we reprodue it here. Reall rst that Mk(t) depends
on the free homotopy lass of of the loop γt in π1(Γt) [3, Proposition 1℄ and
that this property does not hold true for the rst return map P (t, ε) (whih
depends on the homotopy lass of γt in π1(Γt, ∗)) . Let F = π1(Γt, ∗) be the
fundamental group of Γt. It is a nitely generated free group. Let O ⊂ π1(Γt)
be the orbit of the loop γt under the ation of Z
2 = π1(D \ {0}, ∗) indued
by (4). The set O generates a normal subgroup of F whih we denote by G.
The ommutator subgroup (G,F ) ⊂ F is the normal sub-group of F gener-
ated by ommutators (g, f) = g−1f−1gf . The Milnor bration (4) indues a
representation
Z = π1(D \ {0}, ∗)→ Aut(G/(G,F )). (6)
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Aording to [3, Theorem 1℄, the monodromy representation of Mk is a sub-
representation of the monodromy representation dual to (6). Unfortunately
the free Abelian group F/(G,F ) is not neessarily of nite dimension. To
obtain a nite-dimensional representation we use the fundamental fat that
Mk has an integral representation as an iterated path integral of length k [4,
Theorem 2.1℄.
To use this, dene by indution Fi+1 = (Fi, F ), F1 = F . We will later
onsider the assoiated graded group
grF =
∞⊕
i=1
griF, griF = Fi/Fi+1. (7)
It is well know that an iterated integral of length k along a loop ontained in
Fk+1 vanishes identially. Therefore, to study the monodromy representation
ofMk, we shall trunate with respet to Fk+1 and obtain a nite-dimensional
representation. Namely, for every subgroup H ⊂ F we denote
H˜ = (H ∪ Fk+1)/Fk+1.
The representation (6) indues a homomorphism
π1(C \D, ∗)→ Aut(G˜/(G˜, F˜ )) (8)
and the monodromy representation of Mk is a sub-representation of the rep-
resentation dual to (8) [4℄. The Abelian group G˜/(G˜, F˜ ) is, however, nitely
generated. Indeed the lower entral series of F˜ = F˜1 is
F˜1 ⊇ F˜2 ⊇ . . . F˜k ⊇ {id}
and hene F˜ is a nitely generated nilpotent group. Eah sub-group of suh
a group is nitely generated too, e.g. [6℄.
The entral result of this setion is the following theorem, from whih
Theorem 6 follows immediately
Proposition 3. The monodromy representation (8) is quasi-unipotent.
Indeed, Mk satises a Fuhsian equation on D, whose monodromy repre-
sentation is a sub-representation of the representation dual to (8) [4, Theorem
1.1℄ and [3, Theorem 1℄. To prove Proposition 3 we reall rst some basi
fats from the theory of free groups, e.g. Serre [14℄, Hall [6℄. The graded
group grF (7) assoiated to the free nitely generated group F is a Lie al-
gebra with a braket indued by the ommutator (., .) on F . The Milnor
bration (4) indues a representation
Z = π1(D \ {0}, ∗)→ AutLie(grF ) (9)
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where AutLie(grF ) is the group of Lie algebra automorphisms of grF . Let l
be a generator of π1(D \ {0}, ∗). It indues automorphisms l∗ ∈ AutLie(grF )
and l∗|grkF ∈ Aut(gr
kF ). We note that gr1F = H1(Γt,Z) and hene l∗|gr1F
is quasi-unipotent.
Proposition 4. Let l∗ ∈ AutLie(grF ) be suh that l∗|gr1F is quasi-unipotent.
Then for every k ≥ 1 the automorphism l∗|grkF is quasi-unipotent.
The proof is by indution. Let X = {x1, x2, ..., xµ} be the free generators
of F and onsider the free Lie algebra LX on X . It is a Lie sub-algebra
of the assoiative non-ommutative algebra of polynomials in the variables
xi with a Lie braket [x, y] = xy − yx. The anonial map (x, y) 7→ [x, y]
indues an isomorphism of Lie algebras grF → LX , [14, Theorem 6.1℄. Let
LkX ⊂ LX be the graded piee of degree k. We shall show that l∗|LkX is
quasi-unipotent. The proof is by indution. Suppose that the restrition
of l∗ on gr
1F = L1X = H1(Γt,Z) is quasi-unipotent, i.e. for some p, q, the
restrition of (lp∗ − id)
q
on gr1F is 0. The operator V ar∗ = l
p
∗ − id is a linear
automorphism, but not a Lie algebra automorphism. The identity
V ar∗[x, y] = (l
p
∗ − id)(xy − yx) = l
p
∗ xl
p
∗y − l
p
∗ yl
p
∗x− xy + yx
= [V ar∗x, V ar∗y] + [V ar∗x, y] + [x, V ar∗y]
shows that the restrition of V ar2q on L2X vanishes identially. Therefore
The automorphism l∗ restrited to L
2
X or gr
2F is quasi-unipotent. The ase
k ≥ 3 is similar. Proposition 4 is proved.
Aording to the above Proposition for every i ∈ N there are integers
mi, ni, suh that the polynomial pi(z) = (z
mi−1)ni annihilates l∗|grkF . Propo-
sition 3 will follow on its hand from the following
Proposition 5. The polynomial p =
∏k
i=1 pi annihilates l∗ ∈ Aut(G˜/(G˜, F˜ )).
Proof. Let l ∈ π1(D\{0}, ∗). It indues an automorphism of the Abelian
groups G/(G,F ), G∩ Fi/(G∩ Fi, F ), Fi/Fi+1 denoted, by abuse of notation,
by l∗. We denote by pi(l∗) = (l
mi
∗ − id)
ni
the orresponding homomorphisms.
It follows from the denitions that the diagram (10) of Abelian groups, is
ommutative (the vertial arrows are indued by the anonial projetions).
Therefore if an equivalene lasse [γ] ∈ G/(G,F ) an be represented by a
losed loop γ ∈ Fi, then pi(l∗)[γ] an be represented by a losed loop in
Fi+1. Therefore for every [γ] ∈ G/(G,F ), the equivalene lass p(l∗) an be
represented by a losed loop in Fk+1. In other words p(l∗) indies the zero
automorphism of Aut(G˜/(G˜, F˜ )).
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Fi/(Fi, F )
pi(l∗) // Fi/(Fi, F )
G ∩ Fi/(G ∩ Fi, F )
pi(l∗) //
pi2
OO
pi1

G ∩ Fi/(G ∩ Fi, F )
pi2
OO
pi1

G/(G,F )
pi(l∗) // G/(G,F )
(10)
5 Non-osillation in the Darboux ase
In this setion we prove Theorem 3. First, we onsider elementary iterated
integrals - the iterated integrals over the piee of the yle lying near the
saddles. We give a representation of the Mellin transform of the elementary
iterated integral as a onverging multiple series. This representation provides
an asymptoti series for the elementary iterated integral, with some expliit
estimate of the error, see Theorem 7 below.
The general iterated integral of length k turns out to be a polynomial
(depending on X0 and k only) in elementary iterated integrals, by Lemma 3.
We give analogue of the estimates of Theorem 7 for suh polynomials. This
allows to prove a quasianalytiity property: if the asymptoti series orre-
sponding to the iterated integral is zero, then the integral itself is zero. This
implies Theorem 3 sine the zeros of the partial sums of the asymptoti series
do not aumulate to 0, see Corollary 3.
The arguments follow the pattern of [9℄, so the proofs are replaed by a
referene whenever possible.
5.1 Iterated integral as a polynomial in elementary it-
erated integrals.
Let γ(u), u ∈ [0, 1], be a parameterization of the yle γt ⊂ {H = t} (we
x some t > 0 for a moment). As in [9℄, the yle of integration an be
split into several piees γj, those lying near the sides of the polyyle, and
those near the verties. We assume that the vetor eld an be linearized
in the harts ontaining these piees, and all these piees elementary. Let
0 = v0 < v1 < ... < vm < 1 be the parameterization of the ends of these
piees.
The iterated integral in the parameterized form is equal to∫
∆
g1(u1)...gk(uk)du1...duk,
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where ∆ = {0 ≤ u1 ≤ ... ≤ uk ≤ 1} ⊂ R
k
is a simplex.
Consider onneted omponents of the omplement of ∆ to the union of
hyperplanes ∪i,j{uj = vi}. Eah onneted omponent an be dened as
{0 ≤ u1 ≤ ... ≤ ui1 < v1 < ui1+1 ≤ ... < vm < uim+1 ≤ ... ≤ uk ≤ 1},
i.e. is a produt ∆1 × ... × ∆m of several simplies of smaller dimension of
the form ∆j = {vj < uij+1 ≤ ... ≤ uij+1 < vj+1}. Therefore, by Fubini
theorem, integral of g1(u1)...gk(uk) over this onneted omponent is equal
to the produt of integrals
∫
∆j
gij+1...gij+1duij+1...duij+1, i.e. to the produt
of iterated integrals
∫
γj
ωij+1...ωij+1.
Let us all the iterated integral over an elementary piee γj an elementary
iterated integral. The above arguments show that
Lemma 3. Iterated integral is a polynomial with integer oeients in el-
ementary iterated integrals. The polynomial depends on the length of the
iterated integral only.
The above arguments give an expliit form of this polynomial (though we
will not need it).
5.2 Mellin transform of elementary iterated integrals
There are two types of elementary piees: those lying in harts overing sides
of the polyyle, and those lying in harts overing saddles. Similarly to [9℄,
the elementary iterated integrals orresponding to the piees of the rst type
are just meromorphi funtions of the parameter on the transversal, i.e. of
t1/λi .
From this moment we assume that the elementary piee lies near the
saddle {P1 = P2 = 0}. In other words, we assume that γ(t) = {x
λ1yλ2 =
t} ∩ {0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1}.
We give desription of iterated integrals in terms of their Mellin trans-
forms. Reall that the Mellin transform of a funtion f(t) on the interval
[0, 1] is dened as M f(s) =
∫ 1
0
ts−1f(t)dt. To desribe the Mellin transform
of the elementary iterated integrals over γ(t) let us introdue a generalized
ompensator. We denote in this setion by l the length of the elementary
iterated integral. For l ∈ N and α = (m1, n1, ...., ml, nl) ∈ Z
2l
we dene
ℓlα(s;λ1, λ2) as
ℓlα(s;λ1, λ2) =
l∏
j=0
(
s+ λ−11
j∑
i=1
mi + λ
−1
2
l∑
i=j+1
ni
)−1
. (11)
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We all M−1ℓlα(s;λ1, λ2) a generalized ompensator. Partiular ase of l = 1
orresponds to the Ealle-Roussarie ompensator. Generalized ompensator
is a nite linear ombination of monomials of type tµ(log t)l
′
, for l′ ≤ l.
We omit λ1, λ2 from the notation till the end of the setion.
Lemma 4. After some resaling of t the Mellin transform of an elementary
iterated integral is given by the following formula:
M
∫
ω1...ωl =
∑
α
cαℓ
l
α, α ∈ (Z>−M)
2l , (12)
where M is an upper bound for the order of poles of ωi. Moreover, |cα| ≤
C2−|α|.
This is a straightforward generalization of the onstrution of [9℄, whih
orresponds to l = 1.
Proof. In the linearizing oordinates the rst integral is written as H =
xλ1yλ2. The Mellin transform of the iterated integral an be omputed ex-
pliitly for monomial forms ωi = x
mi−1yni dx:
M
∫
ω1...ωl = (13)∫ 1
0
ts−1
∫ 1
t1/λ1
xm1−11 y
n1
1
∫ 1
x1
xm2−12 y
n2
2
∫ 1
x2
...
∫ 1
xl−1
xml−1l y
nldxl...dx1dt = (14)
=
∫ 1
0
t
n1+...+nl
λ2 ts−1
∫ 1
t1/λ1
xm1−1−n1µ1
∫ 1
x1
...
∫ 1
xl−1
xml−1−nlµl dxl...dx1dt = (15)
=
∫ 1
0
xml−1−nlµl
∫ xl
0
x
ml−1−1−nl−1µ
l−1 ...
∫ xλ11
0
t
n1+...+nl
λ2
+s−1
dt...dxl = (16)
= λ−l1
l∏
j=0
(
s+ λ−11
j∑
i=1
mi + λ
−1
2
l∑
i=j+1
ni
)−1
= λ−l1 ℓ
l
α. (17)
Similar formula holds for ωi = x
miyni−1 dy.
After resaling of H we an assume that the linearizing hart overs the
bidisk {0 ≤ |x|, |y| ≤ 2}. Then the oeients of the forms ωi are meromor-
phi in the bidisk, with poles on {xy = 0} of order at most M . So ωi an be
represented as a onvergent power series
ωi =
∑
mi,ni∈Z>−M
(
c′i,mi,nix
mi−1yni dx+ c′′i,mi,nix
miyni−1 dy
)
,
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with oeients c′i,mi,ni, c
′′
i,mi,ni
dereasing as O(2−mi−ni). Therefore the el-
ementary iterated integral is a onverging sum of elementary iterated inte-
grals of monomial forms, with oeients being produts of c′i,mi,ni, c
′′
i,mi,ni
,
i = 1, ..., l and mi, ni ∈ N. From (13) one gets upper bounds for the elemen-
tary iterated integrals of monomial forms, whih guarantees that one an
perform Mellin transform termwise, and we get the required formula.
As in [9℄, one an hek that the inverse Mellin transform of Mellin trans-
forms of elementary iterated integrals an be dened as
M
−1g =
1
2πi
∫
∂Π
t−sg(s)ds, Π = {ℜs ≤M < +∞, |ℑs| ≤ 1}, (18)
where M is suiently big. Indeed, |ℓlα(s)| ≤ 1 on Π, so (12) onverges
uniformly on this ontour, so one an integrate the series (13) termwise.
However, for eah term (18) does dene the inverse Mellin transform, as
eah term is just a rational funtion in s.
Corollary 2. An elementary iterated integral an be represented as a on-
vergent sum ∫
ω1...ωl =
∑
α
cαM
−1ℓlα. (19)
The following estimate is the keystone of the proof, sine it allows to esti-
mate the dierene between the elementary iterated integral and the partial
sum of its asymptoti series.
Lemma 5. Let I =∈ ω1...ωl be an elementary iterated integral, and let C be
dened as in 4. For any s ∈ C denote by ρ(s) the minimal distane from S
to the poles of M I.
Then |M I(s)| ≤ Cρ(s)−l.
Proof. Indeed, the absolute value of eah term in the sum in (12) an be
estimated from above as |cα|ρ(s)
−l
, and the estimate follows from |cα| <
C2−α.
5.3 Asymptoti series of elementary iterated integrals
Inverse Mellin transform of ℓlα is a linear ombination of monomials of the
type tµ(log t)j, where µ ∈ λ−11 Z + λ
−1
2 Z and 0 ≤ j ≤ l. Colleting similar
terms in the expression for the elementary iterated integral I together, we
get a formal series Iˆ of suh terms, possibly divergent:
Iˆ =
∑
µ,j
cˆµ,jt
µ(log t)j, where µ ∈ λ1Z>−M + λ2Z>−M , 0 ≤ j ≤ l. (20)
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Theorem 7. Iˆ is an asymptoti series of I. Moreover, for eah p ∈ N there
exists sp ∈ [p, p + 1] suh that the partial sums Iˆp =
∑
j,µ<sp
cˆµ,jt
µ(log t)j of
Iˆ satisfy the following:
|I(t)− Iˆp(t)| ≤ Cs
l2
p t
sp, t ∈ [0, 1] (21)
where C depends on I but not on p.
The proof is a generalization of the proof of the orresponding statement
from [9℄.
Proof. Poles of M I are of the form −λ−11
∑j
i=1mi − λ
−1
2
∑l
i=j+1 ni. Sine
λ1, λ2 > 0, there are O(p
l−1) poles on the interval Jp = [−p − 1,−p], p ∈ N.
Therefore on eah interval Jp one an nd a point −sp suh that ρ(−sp) >
O(p1−l) = O(s1−lp ).
For eah p ∈ N let us split the ontour of integration ∂Π into two parts:
boundary of Π′p = {−sp ≤ ℜs ≤ M, |ℑs| ≤ 1} and boundary of Πp =
{ℜs ≤ −sp, |ℑs| ≤ 1}. Computing residues, we see that
1
2pii
∫
∂Π′p
t−sM Ids
is a partial sum Iˆp(t) of Iˆ as dened above. Therefore I(t) − Iˆp(t) =
1
2pii
∫
∂Πp
t−sM Ids. By Lemma 5, |M I(s)| ≤ O(pl
2
) on ∂Πp, and (21) fol-
lows.
5.4 Iterated integrals
Here we extend the Theorem 7 to the algebra A generated by elementary
iterated integrals.
Let f = P (I1, ..., Ik) ∈ A be an element in A, where P ∈ C[u1, ..., uk]
and I1, ..., Ik are elementary integrals. Substitution of onvergent series from
(19) instead of I1, ..., Ik gives a representation of f as a onverging multiple
sum of produts (of length at most k) of generalized ompensators. Colleting
similar terms, we obtain a formal series fˆ similar to (20), probably divergent.
Theorem 8. For any p ∈ N there exists sp ∈ [p, p+ 1] suh that the partial
sum fˆp of fˆ satises the following
|f − fˆp| ≤ Cs
d
pt
sp
(22)
for some C, d independent of p.
Before proof of Theorem 8 let us show that it implies Theorem 3.
Corollary 3. Let f ∈ A. If fˆ = 0, then f ≡ 0 on [0, 1]. Also, isolated zeros
of f annot aumulate to 0.
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Proof. To prove the rst laim, take a limit as sp → +∞ in (22.
Now, if f 6≡ 0, then for some µ we have |f − tµP (log t)| = o(tµ) with
some non-zero polynomial P (where −µ is the rightmost pole of M f). This
learly implies the seond laim.
The proof of Theorem 8 oupies the rest of the paper.
5.4.1 Mellin transform of a produt of several generalized om-
pensators
For V = (v1, ..., vn) ∈ R
n
dene ℓv(s) =
∏n
i=1(s+vi)
−1
. Let V j = (vj1, .., v
j
nj
) ∈
Rnj , j = 1, .., k and dene Φ(V 1, ..., V k)(s) = M [
∏
(M−1ℓV j)].
This is a rational funtion of s. We want to show that it depends poly-
nomially on {V j}. Let K denotes the set of funtion κ : {1, ..., k} → Z with
the ondition κ(j) ∈ {1, ..., nj}, and dene wκ = v
1
κ(1) + ...+ v
k
κ(k).
Lemma 6. Let S = S(V 1, ..., V k) =
∏
κ∈K(s + wκ) be a polynomial in
R[V 1, ..., V k; s]. There exists a polynomial R = Rn1,...,nk ∈ R[V
1, ..., V k; s]
suh that Φ(V 1, ..., V k)(s) = RS−1, degsR < degs S.
Proof. By ontinuity of both sides it is enough to prove this for a dense
subset of
∏
Rnj onsisting of non-resonant tuples (V 1, ..., V k), namely for
those those tuples for whih all wκ are dierent.
Let C∞(s) be the ring of rational funtions in s vanishing at innity, and
dene onvolution f1 ∗ f2 for f1, f2 ∈ C∞(s) by extending the rule
1
s+ a
∗
1
s+ b
=
1
s+ a+ b
by linearity and ontinuity to the whole C∞(s) (in partiular, (s + a)
−k ∗
(s + b)−l = (s + a + b)−k−l+1). Thus dened onvolution is Mellin-dual to
the usual produt. Therefore Φ(V 1, ..., V k)(s) = ℓV 1 ∗ ... ∗ ℓV k . Deomposing
eah fator into simple frations
ℓV j =
∑
i
Resvji
ℓjV
s+ vji
, Resvji
ℓjV =
(∏
i′ 6=i
(vji − v
j
i′)
)−1
and opening brakets, we see that
Φ(V 1, ..., V k)(s) =
∑
κ∈K
∏k
j=1Resvj
κ(j)
ℓjV
s+ wκ
.
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Reduing to a ommon denominator, we see that Φ(V 1, ..., V k)(s) is a rational
funtion in vji , s, with denominator dividing S
∏
i,i′,j(v
j
i − v
j
i′).
We laim that the fators (vji−v
j
i′) do not enter denominator ofΦ(V
1, ..., V k)(s).
Indeed, presene of suh fator would mean that Φ(V 1, ..., V k)(s) beomes
unbounded as vji tends to v
j
i′ for eah s ∈ C , whih is not true: for any tuple
(V 1, ..., V k) and every suiently big s ∈ R the funtion Φ(V 1, ..., V k)(s) is
loally bounded near (V 1, ..., V k, s).
5.5 Mellin transform of a produt of elementary iter-
ated integrals
Let I = I1...Ik be a produt of several elementary iterated integrals, and let
order of Ij be lj . Then using representation (19) for Ij and opening brakets,
we see that
M I =
∑
α1,...,αk
cα1 ...cαkM
(
k∏
j=1
M
−1(ℓljαj )
)
, (23)
where αj ∈ (Z>−M )
2lj
.
Lemma 7. Let ρ(s) be the distane from s to the set of poles of M I. Then
|M I(s)| ≤ Cρ−
Q
lj (|s|+ 1)d for some d > 0.
Proof. Let us estimate from above the terms M
(∏k
j=1 M
−1(ℓ
lj
αj
)
from (23).
By Lemma 6 it is equal to R(V 1, ..., V k; s)/S(V 1, ..., V k; s), where V j =
(vj1, ..., v
j
lj
) is dened by
vji = −λ
−1
j1
i∑
p=1
mjp − λ
−1
j2
lj∑
p=i+1
njp, αj = (m
j
1, ..., n
j
lj
) ∈ Z
lj
>−M ,
as in (11). This means that V j = Ljαj for some linear map Lj : R
lj → Rlj .
Therefore R is a polynomial in (s;α1, ..., αk), and
|R(s)| ≤ const(1 + s)d(1 +
∑
|αj|)
d, for d = degR ≥ 0.
From the other side, S is a moni polynomial in s of degree
∏
lj with
roots in the poles of M I, so |S(s)| ≥ (ρ(s))
Q
lj
. Taken together, this means
that∣∣∣∣∣M
(
k∏
j=1
M
−1(ℓljαj )
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ const (ρ(s))−
Q
lj (1 + s)d(1 +
∑
|αj|)
d. (24)
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Now, we know that |cαj | ≤ C2
−|α|
by Lemma 4, so we estimate |M I(s)|
from above as
|M I(s)| ≤ const (ρ(s))−
Q
lj (1 + s)d
∑
α1,...,αk
2−
P
|αj |(1 +
∑
|αj |)
d, (25)
whih, by onvergene of the series, proves the Lemma.
5.5.1 Proof of Theorem 8
Let I now be a polynomial in several elementary iterated integrals, I =
P (I1, ..., Ik). The set of poles of the Mellin transform M I of I is the union
of sets of poles of Mellin transforms of eah monomial of P , so the number
of poles of M I on an interval Jp = [−p− 1,−p] ounted with multipliities
grows as some power of p.
This means that for eah p ∈ N one an nd sp ∈ Jp suh that the
distane ρ(sp) from p to the set of poles of M I will be bigger than |sp|
−d′
for
some d′ > 0. Then splitting the ontour of integration of the inverse Mellin
transform as in Theorem 7, we onlude from Lemma 7 that |M I| < C|sp|
d′′
on the ∂Πp for some xed d
′′ > 0, and the laim follows.
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